
ABOUT KIWI MEDIA SOLUTION

WHO WE ARE

We are a media solutions company with operations all around the
Middle East, most notably UAE, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Jordan. We
kicked off in Jordan half a decade ago and have been creating great
experiences with amazing brands ever since.
We love to collaborate with agencies, teams and clients and believe that
relationships matter most in business.

WHAT WE DO

At Kiwi Media Solutions we specialize in the following:

VIDEO PRODUCTION
Pre | Production | Post

MOTION DESIGN
After Effects | Flash | Non-linear Editing | Illustration
& Design

PHOTOGRAPHY & POST PRODUCTION

3D/CG
Modeling | Animation | 360 Videos & Photos
Virtual Reality

SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEO STRATEGY
& CONSULTATION

CAMPAIGN & STRATEGIC CREATION



SPECIALIZED DEPARTMENTS

360 VIDEO DEPARTMENT
We have kicked off our 360 video
department, complete with the
necessary equipment and team
to produce high quality and
engaging content.

VIRTUAL REALITY
DEPARTMENT
Our virtual reality department has
a highly experienced team, some
of the best video game
developers worldwide, with skills
to create VR worlds for our
clients.



COMPILATION OF OUR WORK

COMPILATION OF OUR VIDEO WORK
https://youtu.be/HQmDXtFk-kg

COMPILATION OF OUR GRAPHICS WORK
http://youtu.be/A_HuODjI2lM

OUR CLIENTS



OUR SERVICES & CAPABILITIES

CONCEPT CREATION
Depending on the scope and budget proposed, this team makes sure
ideas are good, new, implementable and remain on budget. Our
creative team will be at your disposal at any time during the pre
production phase.

PRE PRODUCTION
Shot listing, call sheets, illustrations and design, story boarding, location
scouting, choosing the most suitable directors and DOPs for the job,
talent casting, project management, wardrobe, prep sheets...etc.

PRODUCTION
All the work that goes into creating the video production:
location set up and management, directing, DOP work, production
management, complete crew, gaffers, audio team, grip...etc.
Kiwi Media Solutions has a highly professional team, and owns some of
the most up to date production equipment.

POST PRODUCTION
At Kiwi Media Solutions, we have top of the line editing suites with very
talented editors, color correction studios, 5.1 Audio Suites, graphics
suites, music research and composition department, voice over
recording...etc.

VR PRODUCTION
Our team has more than 18 years of experience in visual arts with focus
on game development. With a background in architecture, some of our
team members started their career creating computer-generated
environments for architects.

One of our most notable members, Hani Abu Ghazaleh, was
responsible for developing the look and feel of the games as the Art
Director in Ubisoft Abu Dhabi. This includes crafting new experiences
and maintaining the brand identities of the games to produce visuals on
multiple platforms.

We look forward to seeing what our team will create for you.



OUR TEAM

We have put together a dream team for our projects. This team is the
same team to work on Google Street view and Petra with HH Queen
Rania. Together we have gathered over 50 million views with content
we have created for Google, IKEA, Starbucks, USAID, Government of
Dubai, Red Bull and many more.

The main team members are listed below, we utilize whom we need for
the projects that apply, and will also add other super-stars in our
network to if needed. We only work with the best.

LAITH HADDAD
General Manager

RAMI JUNDI
Business Development

Manager

SALAM SHARAF
Producer

MOTAZ LAMBAZ
Head of Graphics

HUSSEIN TALHOUNI
Creative Director

ODAI EMRAN
Editor


